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Glossary
     "+,6 0$7(5,$/6(0,27,&
approach focuses on practices of mobilizing networks
and conceives networks as hybrid collectifs of human
and nonhuman actors.
  This notion primarily counters
idealized perceptions of markets as anonymous
exchange and stresses the role of network relations
(relational embeddedness) and social structure
(structural embeddedness) for economic behavior.
    Rather than with the formal
confi guration of networks and network positions of
individual actors, this approach explores processes
through which networks are initiated, coordinated,
recombined, and terminated.
      Behavior and social
processes are interpreted with reference to the
confi guration of networks and the position of actors
within networks rather than by the individual attributes of
actors.
    This notion of social network
analysis refers to actors who occupy similar positions in
a network by having identical ties with other members
and predicts that structurally equivalent actors will use
each other as a frame of reference.
   This concept of social network
analysis denotes the separation between
nonrendundant contacts (i.e., disconnected clusters)
that is expected to yield behavioral opportunities (tertius
gaudens).
   In ANT this notion refers to the four
processes (problematization, interéssement,
enrolement, and mobilization) through which
relationships between human actors, projects, interests,
and naturally occurring entities are proposed and
enacted.

Networks have turned into an almost universal principle
of social organizing. In our current ‘network society’ they
3<?: A52 @<06.9 4?61 <3 12A2??6A<?6.96G21 I<D@ <3 6;3<?
mation, capital, goods, symbols, and people; businesses
are transformed from isolated organizations into nodes
within networks of associated suppliers, competitors, and
collaborators; technical networks such as those of the

;A2?;2A @B??<B;1 B@ D6A56; .; 2C2?2EA2;16;4 20<9<4F <3
6;3<?:.A6<; .;1 0<::B;60.A6<; A205;<9<462@ A52 6;
creasing interpenetration of technical and social relations
6@ =?21<:6;.;A9F 0<;026C21 .@ .; .0A<? ;2AD<?8 #2A
works, then, are not simply a theoretical concept. They
have become metaphor, paradigm, method, and social
practice alike.
(52 ?.A52? 0<:=92E 42;2.9<4F <3 ;2AD<?8@ 0.; /2
traced back to Georg Simmel’s formal sociology and his
concern for relational structures. For much of the second
half of the twentieth century, research on networks
was driven by the fi elds of sociology, social psychology,
and anthropology. These fi elds produced a considerable
corpus of research on the role of networks in mobilizing
@<06.9 @B==<?A <? ?2=?<1B06;4 @<06.9 2E09B@6<; .;1 A52
key role of networks in the diffusion of information
among others.
(52 2;<?:<B@ B=@B?42 <3 A52<?2A60.9 6;A2?2@A 6; ;2A
works in the economy during the last few decades was
mainly catalyzed by Mark Granovetter’s notion of the social
2:/21121;2@@ <3 20<;<:60 .0A6<; F @A?2@@6;4 A52 3B;1.
mental role of concrete personal relations and the networks
of such relations, he provided a key concept for the study of
institutional mechanisms by which networks are initiated,
coordinated, monitored, recombined, and terminated. The
particular Granovetterian understanding of embeddedness
in fact turned into a key concept in the human geography of
A52 @<0.9921 -0B9AB?.9 AB?;
(56@ 0<;A?6/BA6<; @228@ A< A?.02 A52 @2920A6C2 2;
gagement of human geography with three dominant
network notions. The paper sets off by depicting the
=?2C.696;4 B;12?@A.;16;4 <3 A52 ;2AD<?8 4<C2?;.;02 .=
proach. Founded on Granovetter’s relational conception
of embeddedness, this approach branches off into the
study of different network forms with strategic, informal,
and regional networks that are most relevant within
human geography.
The paper subsequently briefl y ventures into the
A2??.6; <3 A52 @<06.9 ;2AD<?8 .==?<.05 A5.A @< 3.? ?2
mained largely uncharted by geography. This strand of
;2AD<?8 ?2@2.?05 .AA2:=A@ A< 2E=9.6; /25.C6<? ?.A52?
than by attributes of actors like age, gender, or class, by
A526? =<@6A6<; D6A56; . ;2AD<?8 .;1 A52 =.?A60B9.? 0<;
fi guration of networks.
By moving way beyond the two dominant network
traditions, the article in the fi nal section moves on to the
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=<@A@A?B0AB?.96@A .==?<.05 <3 .0A<?;2AD<?8 A52<?F
(ANT). Although ANT has not reached the status of an
.9A2?;.A6C2 A< A52 ;2AD<?8 4<C2?;.;02 .==?<.05 1<:6;
ant in geography, it has been employed as a conceptual
=6C<A A< @563A /2F<;1 A52 2@A./96@521 1B.96@:@ <3 @A?B0
ture/agency, subject/object, and human/nonhuman.

The Network Governance Approach
Governance, Embeddedness, and Network
Forms
The governance approach is chiefl y concerned with the
6;@A6ABA6<;.9 .;1 <?4.;6G.A6<;.9 3<?:@ A5.A 4<C2?; 2E
change relations. Rather than with the formal structure of
network confi gurations, the governance approach more
specifi cally is interested in the institutional mechanisms
through which networks are initiated, stabilized, and
terminated. The goal of this line of inquiry is to account
for the heterogeneity of organizational and institutional
arrangements in contemporary economies – ranging from
.;<;F:<B@ @=<A :.?82A@ A< 9<;4A2?: 0<99./<?.A6C2
agreements, from informal credit rotating schemes in
ethnic enclaves to multinational banks, from tightly knit
clusters to elaborate global franchise systems.
(52 @A.42 3<? A52 :<?2 ?202;A 12/.A2 <; A52 4<C
2?;.;02 <3 2E05.;42 ?29.A6<;@ D.@ @2A /F $96C2? +69
96.:@<;@ A?.;@.0A6<;0<@A 3?.:2D<?8 6;  +6996.:@<;
asked under what circumstances economic functions are
performed within the boundaries of hierarchical fi rms
?.A52? A5.; /F :.?82A 2E05.;42@ A5.A 0?<@@ A52@2
boundaries. His answer was that transactions involving
5645 B;02?A.6;AF ./<BA A526? <BA0<:2 A5.A ?20B? 3?2
>B2;A9F .;1 ?2>B6?2 @B/@A.;A6.9 -A?.;@.0A6<;@=206H0 6;
vestments’ – of money, time, or energy – are likely to take
=9.02 D6A56; 562?.?0560.99F <?4.;6G21 H?:@ E05.;42@
that are straightforward and nonrepetitive, requiring few
A?.;@.0A6<;@=206H0 6;C2@A:2;A@ @5<B91 A.82 =9.02 .0?<@@
a market interface. This dichotomous view of fi rms as
islands of hierarchical control in a sea of market relations
attracted both followers and critiques.
(52 H?@A :<@A .BA5<?6A.A6C2 05.992;42 <3 A56@ 3?.:2
work was launched when Granovetter addressed the
Problem of Embeddedness ; A52 A?.;@.0A6<;0<@A .==?<.05
B;12? .;1 <C2?@<06.96G21 0<;02=A@ <3 20<;<:60 .0A6<;
0<:=92:2;A <;2 .;<A52? $; A52 <;2 5.;1 A52 :.?82A
?2@2:/92@ A52 -B;12?@<06.96G21 0<;02=A6<; <3 .; .A<:
6G21 .;1 .;<;F:<B@ 2E05.;42 D5605 ;24920A@ A52 ?<92 <3
social relations and local cultures that can provide order
6; 20<;<:60 9632 $; A52 <A52? 5.;1 .; -<C2?@<06.96G21
perception of hierarchical power within fi rms disregards
the role of informal horizontal ties that often transcend
C2?A60.9 96;2@ <3 562?.?05F ; =?.0A602 ?.;<C2AA2? 0.A
24<?60.99F @A.A21 20<;<:60 2E05.;42@ .?2 2:/21121 6;
personal relations and networks that are generating trust

.;1 :.932.@.;02 ?<: A52 2.?9F  @ <;D.?1@ A56@
fundamental understanding of the imbrication of the
economy within personal relations and social structure
was also increasingly taken up in economic geographic
reasoning.
(52 @20<;1 :.7<? 96;2 <3 0?6A6>B2 <; +6996.:@<; 3<
cused on the dichotomous view of markets and hierarchies.
By conceiving of markets and hierarchies as ‘pure’ forms,
A52 ?.=619F 2E=.;16;4 @=20A?B: <3 6;A2?:216.A2 ;2AD<?8
3<?:@ ?.;46;4 3?<: 0<:=92E :B9A6=.?AF .996.;02@ 6; 5645
tech industries over elaborate subcontracting relations to
vague mutual obligations or illegal informal agreements,
were initially reduced to ‘mongrel hybrids’. More and
more, though, networks have come to be seen as a specifi c
:<12 <3 4<C2?;.;02 6; A52 2C2?2EA2;16;4 ?.;42 /2AD22;
the alleged ‘ideal types’.
An approach to systematize networks in the governance
tradition is to differentiate between their duration and
governance. Different temporal dimensions have important
0<;@2>B2;02@ 3<? A52 AF=2@ <3 ?24B9.A6<; <3 ;2AD<?8 ?2
9.A6<;@ !<;4A2?: ;2AD<?8@ 3<? 2E.:=92 .?2 @5.=21 /F
?206=?<0.9 A62@ <3 =.@A 2E=2?62;02 .;1 2E=20A.A6<;@ 2:2?
ging from the ‘shadow of the future’. The governance of
networks spans a broad spectrum from more hierarchical to
more heterarchical. In hierarchical networks, like in the
@B==962? =F?.:61 <3 . 0.? :.;B3.0AB?2? 0<;A?<9 6@ 2E2?A21
by an identifi able center that regulates network practices
and rules, such as the selection of network members, the
allocation of resources, and the maintenance of network
/<B;1.?62@ ; 52A2?.?0560.9 ;2AD<?8@ 9682 ?246<;.9 ;2A
D<?8@ 3<? 2E.:=92 A52 ?24B9.A6<; <3 6;A2?.0A6<;@ .;1 ?2
lations in contrast is distributed and associative and
.BA5<?6AF 6@ 1202;A?.96G21 +6A56; A56@ ?29.A6<;.9 @=.02 12
fi ned by governance on the one hand, duration of networks
on the other, informal, strategic, and regional networks
represent the most relevant network forms within human
geography.
Strategic Networks
Strategic networks are more tightly orchestrated than
either informal or regional networks with regard to the
selection of network members, the allocation of resources
and distribution of revenues, and defi nition of network
boundaries. Ties in strategic networks are forged – in a
much more distinct and manifest fashion than in other
3<?:@ J /F =<D2? 'A?.A2460 ;2AD<?8@ 2C<9C2 /<A5 5<?6
G<;A.99F .@ 6;A2?<?4.;6G.A6<;.9 ?29.A6<;@ .:<;4 0<:
petitors as well as vertically through the interpenetration
<3 6;A?. .;1 6;A2?<?4.;6G.A6<;.9 ;2AD<?8@ <3 49</.9
corporations.
F 3<0B@6;4 <; A52 6;A2?<?4.;6G.A6<;.9 A62@ /2AD22;
large vertically disintegrating corporations and their
suppliers, an earlier debate evolved around the different
governance modes of supplier networks. The spectrum of
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the governance modes of supplier networks ranges from
:.?82A1?6C2; .1C2?@.?6.9 A?.;@.0A6<;@ A< 0<99./<?.A6C2
A62@ <3 :BAB.9 92.?;6;4 ?<@@0<B;A?F 0<:=.?6@<;@ 6;
fact, have revealed that opportunism and trust are highly
variable and dependent on specifi c national and regional
institutional settings.
The global commodity chain framework of Gereffi
and Korzeniewicz brought multiple geographical scales
A< A52 3<?23?<;A <3 A52 .;.9F@6@ A . A6:2 D52; 42<
graphical interest had turned to the study of localized
=?<1B0A6<; ;2AD<?8@ A56@ 96;2 <3 ?2.@<;6;4 <; 0<:
modity chains found its way into geography through
Peter Dicken’s Global Shift. Dicken’s seminal piece paved
A52 D.F 3<? . @A?.;1 <3 96A2?.AB?2 A5.A /24.; A< 2E=9<?2 A52
6;A2?12=2;12;062@ /2AD22; 6;A2?;.9 .;1 2EA2?;.9 A62@ <3
global corporations and their host economies in more
conceptual terms.
This literature increasingly crystallizes around the
notion of the global production network that combines
insights from the global value/commodity chain analysis
with ideas derived from ANT and varieties of capitalism
approaches. By drawing on these diverse antecedents, the
global production network approach aims to push the
0<;02=AB.96G.A6<; <3 A2??6A<?6.96AF /2F<;1 A52 56459F .4
gregated distinction of core and periphery rooted in
::.;B29 +.992?@A26;@ D<?91@F@A2: 3?.:2D<?8 .;1
A< .==?206.A2 :<?2 @F@A2:.A60.99F A52 =.?A60B9.? 6;@A6
tutional conditions shaping (regional) development.
+5692 49</.9 =?<1B0A6<; ;2AD<?8@ =?6:.?69F 2C<9C2
around vertical ties, strategic alliances typically are
0<;H;21 A< 5<?6G<;A.9 6;A2?H?: ?29.A6<;@ $C2? A52 9.@A
AD< 120.12@ 7<6;A C2;AB?2@ 5.C2 6;0?2.@6;49F /22; ?2
placed by nonequity partnerships, such as R&D pacts and
7<6;A 12C29<=:2;A .4?22:2;A@ A5.A 6;C<9C2 . 9<D2? 12
4?22 <3 <?4.;6G.A6<;.9 12=2;12;02 .;1 @5<?A2? A6:2
horizon. Presumably due to their nonlocal and ephemeral
character, strategic alliances have hardly appeared in the
focus of geographic analysis.
Informal Networks
Membership in an informal network is typically based on
@5.?21 2E=2?62;02 <? A52 A5608 /<;1@ <3 86;@56= .;1
ethnicity that draw participants together. Given that such
?29.A6<;@56=@ 2:2?42 <BA <3 ?2=2.A21 2E05.;42@ 6;3<?:.9
;2AD<?8@ @F:=A<:.A60.99F 6;C<9C2 9<;4 A6:25<?6G<;@
Research on informal networks has portrayed this type
<3 ;2AD<?8@ ?.A52? .:/6C.92;A9F +52?2.@ <;2 @A?.;1 <3
research pays tribute to the compensatory role and
‘lubricating’ effects of informal ties, a less prominent line
<3 6;>B6?F 6@ =?6:.?69F 6;A2?2@A21 6; 2E=<@6;4 A52 =<
tentials of informal networks to disrupt markets and
obstruct hierarchies.
The compensatory role of informal networks has
been demonstrated in settings that appear to operate
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likepurely price driven markets, such as the fi nancial
:.?82A@ <3 A52 +.99 'A?22A <? A52 6AF <3 !<;1<; 3<?
2E.:=92 ,2A A?.12?@ 6; A52@2 :.?82A @2AA6;4@ <3A2; 2@
tablish continuing relationships based on reciprocity to
C.961.A2 6;3<?:.A6<; .;1 2E05.;42 ?B:<?@ .;1 4<@@6=
Human geography has signifi cantly contributed to this
line of reasoning, both conceptually and empirically.
Presumably, the most vivid contrast to the sterile
6:.42 <3 @=<A0<;A?.0A6;4 6; =B?2 :.?82A @2AA6;4@ 5.@
/22; ?2C2.921 6; ?2@2.?05 <; 2A5;60 ;2AD<?8@ A5.A =?<
vide the social infrastructure of enclaves and ethnic
economies. Ethnic ties provide solidarity and trust that
can be enforced in relatively closed networks. The
amalgamation of these collective assets in the notion of
-@<06.9 0.=6A.9 @B/@2>B2;A9F A2;121 A< =?6C69242 A52 2;
abling attributes of informal networks. This focus on the
@5<?AA2?: /2;2HA@ <3 @<06.9 0.=6A.9 49.;021 <C2? 2.?962?
accounts that illuminated how informal networks might
turn into mobility traps over time.
Despite the imminent spatiality of ethnic networks
and enclaves the geographical community initially has
been less involved in the relevant conceptual debates.
(52 :<?2 96C29F 0?<@@16@06=96;.?F 2E05.;42 6; ?202;A
times has moved beyond the emblematic genres of
geography such as the idiosyncratic portrayals of the
=9.02/.@21 ;.AB?2 <3 9<0.9 2;09.C2@ .;1 2A5;60 20<;
<:62@ A< 2E=9<?2 A52 A?.;@;.A6<;.9 05.?.0A2? <3 :64?.A6<;
and ‘transmigrants’, ethnic networks, or global elite
networks.
Informal networks, however, are also particularly well
suited for practices ranging from conspiracy to organized
0?6:2 6; C6<92;A ".H.AF=2 ;2AD<?8@ <? A2??<?6@A ;2A
works. In fact, the risks associated with crime make trust
3.? :<?2 ;202@@.?F .:<;4 0?6:6;.9@ A5.; .:<;4 /B@6
nessmen. Geography largely remained absent from this
strand of research and once more narrowed the focus
to the more benevolent and functional dimensions of
informality.
!682 6; :.?82A 2;C6?<;:2;A@ 6;3<?:.9 A62@ 6; 562?
.?0560.9 0<;A2EA@ 3B9H99 :B9A6=92 ?<92@ $; A52 <;2 5.;1
6;3<?:.9 ;2AD<?8@ 0.; /2 :</696G21 A< <?4.;6G2 ?2@6@A
.;02 .4.6;@A 562?.?0560.9 ?B92 $; A52 <A52? 5.;1 A52F
0.; 0<:=2;@.A2 3<? A52 @A?B0AB?.9 D2.8;2@@2@ <3 562?
.?0562@ D52; A52F 3<? 2E.:=92 0<;@A6ABA2 -0<::B;6A62@
of practice’ that provide decentralized means of learning.
The notion of communities of practice has rather rapidly
:64?.A21 6;A< . /?<.1 ?.;42 <3 16@06=96;.?F 0<;A2EA@ .;1
6; A52 D.82 <3 A52 6;A2?AD6;21 12/.A2@ <; A52 8;<D92142
economy and learning, has been increasingly employed in
economic geography.
Regional Networks
Regional networks typically evolve over even longer time
=2?6<1@ /BA @5.?2 A52 :B9A6=92E 32.AB?2@ <3 6;3<?:.9
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networks. They are, in other words, connected through a
variety of intertwined heterarchical social and economic
relations that make up their embeddedness. The early
accounts on the amalgamation of family, community,
polity, and business within tightly knit localities in the
Third Italy provided most vivid embodiments of the
notion of embeddedness. Although the Italian industrial
districts, due to their dense familial and political bonds,
represent an atypical case of collective governance, they
=?<C6121 .; 2:/92:.A60 =<6;A <3 ?232?2;02 3<? A52 B;
2E=20A21 @B002@@ <3 ?246<;.9 ;2AD<?8@ (52@2 @:.99 H?:
;2AD<?8@ </C6<B@9F 5291 A52 =?<:6@2 A< 0<:/6;2 20<
;<:60 6:=2?.A6C2@ <3 23H062;0F 6;;<C.A6C2;2@@ .;1 ?2
silience with a sense of economic democracy and social
fairness.
Subsequently, other thriving regions, most notably
.12;+B̈rttemberg and Silicon Valley, were regarded as
empirical proof that resilient regional networks can be
/.@21 <; . C.?62AF <3 :205.;6@:@ .;1 ?29.A6<;.9 0<;
H4B?.A6<;@ A5.A 3<@A2? ?206=?<0.9 3<?:@ <3 2E05.;42
#2AD<?8@ 5<D2C2? D2?2 ?.?29F A52<?6G21 6; .; 2E=9606A
fashion, but rather, envisioned mainly in a rather generic
sense as a shorthand for all sorts of lasting ties that did
not adhere to a straightforward market logic. Moreover,
A52 ?26H0.A6<; <3 ?246<;.9 ;2AD<?8@ 6; . =92A5<?. <3 0.@2
studies tended to adhere to ‘overterritorialized views on
embeddedness’. Initially productive conceptions of
territorial innovation models like innovative milieus,
learning regions, regional innovation systems, and, above
all, the cluster that had branched out from the district
debate more and more seemed to constrict the view on
regions to isolated ‘islands of innovation’.
More recently, however, earlier attempts to break out
of what increasingly appeared as the straitjacket imposed
/F ".?@5.996.; .;.9F@6@ 4.6;21 :<:2;AB: (52 2EA2;A A<
D5605 ?246<;.9 ;2AD<?8@ .?2 6;A24?.A21 6;A< 49</.9 2E
change relations has profound impacts on their internal
governance, as well as their ability to tap into wider pools
<3 6;3<?:.A6<; .;1 ?29.A6<;.9 ?2@<B?02@ (?.;@?246<;.9
relations, moreover, have been identifi ed as rather robust
=6C<A@ .4.6;@A A52 @293?26;3<?06;4 1F;.:60@ <3 09<@B?2
.;1 9<086;
The current reaffi rmation of nonlocal ties has been
mainly phrased in the conceptual terms drawn from
$D2;':6A5 .;1 %<D299@ 6;@A?B0A6C2 16@A6;0A6<; /2AD22;
-9<0.9 /?<.10.@A6;4 .;1 -49</.9 =6=296;2@ (56@ 0<;
ceptual step from the local into the nonlocal appears
long overdue, yet it still seems rather distant from a
A<=<9<460.9 B;12?@A.;16;4 <3 @=.02 A5.A .99<D@ .; B;12?
@A.;16;4 <3 6;16C61B.9 @6A2@ --.@ . =9.02 <3 A?.;@@0.9.? .;1
;<;96;2.? 0<;;20A6<;@ .;1 .@ . ?29.F =<6;A <3 06?0B9.A6;4
knowledges that cannot be territorially attributed with
.;F :2.@B?2 <3 02?A.6;AF <? HE6AF :6; .;1 <52;12A
  "<@A ?202;A .AA2:=A@ 5<D2C2? 5.C2 /24B; A<
push beyond the static and problematic local–global

duality in which different spatial scales are associated
with distinct social relations, behavioral attitudes, and
types of knowledge. Local ties, in other words, are no
9<;42? ;202@@.?69F ?24.?121 .@ @<06.99F 2:/21121 ?2
lations bound up with tacit knowledge surrounded by a
@=.?@2 .??.F <3 16@2:/21121 A62@ 0<;H;21 A< A52 2E
05.;42 <3 2E=9606A 8;<D92142
Some of the structural limitations of the regional
network debate, above all its privileging of cohesion and
/2;2C<92;A A?B@A/.@21 A62@ ?2I20A A52 D6996;4 2;4.42
:2;A <3 20<;<:60 42<4?.=5F D6A5 A52 4<C2?;.;02 .=
proach. Human geographic imaginations of networks
hardly appreciated the second, in fact older, tradition of
social network analysis in a more systematic fashion.
%?2@B:./9F 5B:.; 42<4?.=5F D.@ 12A2??21 3?<: C2;
turing more deeply into this terrain by the austere and
formalistic style of the social network approach that
appeared to clash with the predilection for qualitative
approaches of the ‘cultural turn’.

Social Network Analysis
The hallmark of social network analysis is to account for
‘‘the behavior of network elements (i.e., the nodes) and of
the system as a whole by appeal to specifi c features of the
6;A2?0<;;20A6<;@ .:<;4 A52 292:2;A@ !.B:.;; 
 (52 .B@A2?2 @AF92 <3 A52<?6G6;4 6; @<06.9 ;2AD<?8
analysis is deliberate and refl ects the chief strategy to
avoid the ‘traps’ of categorical thinking. Social network
theory attempts to institute a relational mode of analysis
.;1 A< 05.992;42 A52 B;2E.:6;21 0<;@A?B0A <3 A52 =2?@<;
as an entity characterized by the typical list of variables
of interest in social science – age, race, class, gender, etc.
– that are conceived as sole causal factors of behavior.
&2@<;.A6;4 D6A5 '6::29@ =?<4?.: <3 . 3<?:.9 @<06
ology of relations, networks represent sets of actors linked
through specifi c types of connections. As a most basic
representation of such affi liations, the formal language of
A52 ;<12@ .;1 96;2@ <3 A52 -@<06<4?.: /20.:2 .; 2:
/92:.A60 ?2=?2@2;A.A6<; <3 @<06.9 ;2AD<?8 .;.9F@6@ $C2?
A52 9.@A 120.12@ A52 /.@60 3<?:.9 9.;4B.42 <3 A52 @<06<
4?.: <? -4?.=5 5.@ /22; A?.;@9.A21 6;A< @<3AD.?2A<<9@
(e.g., Infl ow, KrackPlot, Pajek, UCINET) to analyze and
depict features of relationships. In human geography, only
a few elements of the conceptual toolkit of social network
.;.9F@6@ 5.C2 /22; 2:=9<F21 D5692 A52 2E=9.;.A<?F =<D2?
of others is yet to be more critically gauged.
Strength of Ties
The strength of ties is presumably the most frequently
adopted concept of social network analysis within human
geography. Granovetter’s elegant simplicity of the ‘strength
of weak ties’, in particular, has consistently been referred
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to in human geography and currently seems to attract
some renewed interest. Put simply, this principle states
that whatever is to be diffused can reach a larger number
of network members, and traverse greater social distance
(i.e., path length), when passed through weak rather than
@A?<;4 A62@ <;C2?@29F A52 6;3<?:.A6<; ?2026C21 6; @A?<;4
A62 ;2AD<?8@ 6@ 96829F A< /2 @A.92 6;3<?:.A6<; .9?2.1F ?2
ceived from other members of their own social group.
+2.8 A62@ 6; ?.;<C2AA2?@ B;12?@A.;16;4 @0<?2 ?.A52?
low with regard to the amount of time, emotional intensity,
intimacy (mutual confi ding), and reciprocal services which
characterize those relationships.
; 2E=9<?6;4 A52 @64;6H0.;02 <3 D2.8 A62@ ?.;<C2AA2?
also refers to ‘marginal’ actors and ‘outsiders’ who seem
to play a crucial role in the fi rst phases of the diffusion of
information and innovation. It seems to take only a small
analytical step from Granovetter’s sociological notion of
the ‘outsider’ to Park’s iconic ‘marginal man’ or Simmel’s
emblematic ‘stranger’. These personifi cations of urbanity
5.?19F =9.F21 . ;<A602./92 ?<92 6; A52 .00<B;A@ <3 @B0
cessful regional networks. The local has rather been
portrayed in terms of the social cohesion of a village than
of the diversity of a city. Rephrased in Ferdinand ToL ;
nies’ terms, locality is seen as Gemeinschaft (community)
rather than as Gesellschaft (society).
More recently, the strength of network ties appeared
6; A52 3<0B@ <3 20<;<:60 42<4?.=560 6;>B6?F 6; A52 ?2
appraisal of translocal ties. Although this appreciation of
D2.8 A62@ A<<8 42<4?.=560 A52<?6G6;4 . 0?B06.9 @A2= 3<?
ward, the straightforward association of weak ties with
the local scale has also caused severe objections that deny
causality between spatial scale and density of ties.
Structural Equivalence
Although the notion of structural equivalence hardly has
/22; 2:=9<F21 2E=9606A9F 6; 5B:.; 42<4?.=5F 6A ?2@<;
ates with more recent debates on innovation in economic
geography. The idea of structural equivalence challenges
the more familiar line of reasoning that perceives the
adoption of innovation as a result of frequent interactions
and emphatic communication between network members.
Structural equivalence, broadly conceived, occurs when
two actors occupy similar positions in a social system by
having identical ties with other network members.
Structural equivalence predicts that actors identically
positioned in the fl ow of communication will use each
other as a frame of reference even if they have no direct
communication with each other. In other words, it is not
A5?<B45 6;A2;@2 2E05.;42 /2AD22; ;2AD<?8 :2:/2?@ /BA
rather through the perception of the proper action for an
occupant of a specifi c network position that diffusion is
primarily driven. Innovation in this perspective, in other
words, is stimulated primarily by mimetic pressures of
mutual comparison.
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By revolving around dense webs of local linkages,
geographical innovation models apparently tend to
<C2?2:=5.@6G2 A52 1F;.:60@ <3 0<52@6<; .A A52 2E=2;@2
of structural equivalence. More recently, a critical line of
reasoning that resonates with the structural equivalence
argument has been voiced pointing to the crucial role of
mutual awareness and observation in stimulating regional
6;;<C.A6<; :<;4 A52 =6<;22?@ A5.A 2E=9<?21 A56@ =.?
ticular path in economic geography, Malmberg and
".@8299 6;
=<6;A21 A< A52 ?292C.;02 <3 </@2?C.A6<;
and imitation more generally.
Tertius Gaudens and Structural Holes
A further key principle in social network analysis alerts
A< A52 C6A.9 6:=<?A.;02 <3 A52 ;2AD<?8 =<@6A6<; <3 6;16
vidual actors for understanding entrepreneurial behavior.
An actor that is positioned between two unconnected
actors can leverage off a stable entrepreneurial decision
as the tertius gaudens (the third who benefi ts) by divulging
.;1 /?<82?6;4 0<;A?.160A6<;@ .;1 A2;@6<;@ /2AD22; =?2
C6<B@9F B;0<;;20A21 .0A<?@ B?A 6;  5.@ 3B?A52? /B69A
<; A56@ 09.@@60.9 @A?.A24F <3 -16C612 .;1 ?B92 6; 56@ 16@
cussion of how actors who connect two others previously
unknown to each other bridge a ‘structural hole’. These
bridges represent unique, nonredundant ties between
networks that otherwise would remain separated. By
bridging a structural hole, an actor is able to look at a
D612? 6;3<?:.A6<; @0?22; .;1 3<? A5.A C2?F ?2.@<; /2
comes an even more attractive network contact to other
.0A<?@ A5B@ =?<C616;4 ;2D <==<?AB;6A62@ A< 2E=.;1 ;2A
work contacts.
This understanding of entrepreneurship that fl ows
3?<: 2E=9<6A6;4 .:/6C.92;02 6@ ?.160.99F 16332?2;A 3?<:
A52 6;0.?;.A6<; <3 A52 '05B:=2A2?6.; 2;A?2=?2;2B? =?2
C.696;4 6; 0B??2;A 20<;<:60 42<4?.=560 12/.A2@ +5692
;2AD<?8@ 6; 20<;<:60 42<4?.=560 ;.??.A6C2@ .?2 =?2
dominantly portrayed as webs of trustful ties to curb
<==<?AB;6@: .;1 A< 2;42;12? 0<<=2?.A6<; .;1 6;;<C
ation, networks emerge from the tertius gaudens.?4B:2;A
rather as vehicles to pursue opportunistic behavior and to
=?<1B02 0<:=2A6A6<; (52 60<;<4?.=560 20<;<:60 42<
graphic accounts are preoccupied with sharing, trust, and
mutual learning; the tertius gaudensC62D=<6;A 3<0B@2@ <;
16C616;4 .?/6A?.42 .;1 @A?.A2460 4.:2@ $;9F 32D .0
0<B;A@ @< 3.? 5.C2 /24B; A< 0<;02=AB.96G2 A52 6;A2?
mingling of diverse social rationalities such as family,
friendship, fi rm, church community, etc., within network
relations.
Burt’s interpretation of structural holes is presumably
the most widely cited notion of social network analysis in
5B:.; 42<4?.=5F .;1 6; 3.0A 6@ ?24.?121 .@ A52 2:
blematic representation of this network tradition. Social
network analysis, however, encompasses a diverse range
of approaches that has advanced beyond ‘structuralist
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determinism’ to address agency in network structures.
More signifi cant steps beyond deterministic perceptions
of network structure have been taken by Harrison
+56A2@ @2:6;.9 D?6A6;4@ <; 612;A6AF A2:=<?.96AF .;1
;.??.A6C2 <?:2?9F . 92.16;4 2E=<;2;A <3 @A?B0AB?.9
12A2?:6;6@: +56A2 /24.; A< =B@5 A<D.?1@ . ?20<;
ceptualization of the interrelation between network
structures, culture, and agency.

  
From Network to Rhizome
Notwithstanding these major steps beyond determinism
B;12?A.82; /F -@A?B0AB?.9 0<;@A?B0A6C6@A@ 9682 +56A2 A56@
strand of social network analysis still continues along a
@A?B0AB?.96@A A?.16A6<;  3B;1.:2;A.99F 16332?2;A <;A<9
<4F ?<<A21 6; =<@A@A?B0AB?.96@: 6@ <332?21 /F #(
#( 6@ . :.A2?6.9@2:6<A60 .==?<.05 12C29<=21 /F
"60529 .99<; .;1 ?B;< !.A<B? 6; %.?6@ 6; 0<99./<?
.A6<; D6A5 <5; !.D .;1 <A52?@ 6; A52 0<;A2EA <3 @062;02
and technology studies.
Both the network governance as well as the social
network analysis adhere to a network construal rooted in
a generic topographic imagination of social relationships
A5.A 0<;;20A @<06.9 .0A<?@ (56@ 4?61 <3 A62@.;1;<12@ 6@
contrasted in (later contributions to) ANT with the trope
of the rhizome. The rhizome offers an alternative trope
that perceives networks as multiple, intertwined, and
/?.;056;4 ?<<A@ D6A5 ;< 02;A?.9 .E6@ ;< B;6H21 =<6;A <3
origin, and no given direction of growth. The botanical
.@@<06.A6<;@ 6;1221 @22: 6;A2;121 (52 :2A.=5<? <3 A52
rhizome foregrounds the transformative and processual
dimension of networks; it deliberately departs from the
static views of ‘transport without transformation’ in the
dominant network approaches.
Relationality and Translation
This perception of multiple entanglements in ANT is
6;A2;121 A< @B/C2?A <B? 5./6AB.9 7BEA.=<@6A6<;@ <3 @A?B0
ture/agency, subject/object, and human/nonhuman. In
A52 <;A<9<4F <3 #( .0A<? .;1 ;2AD<?8 .?2 6;2EA?60./9F
enmeshed. An actor network is simultaneously an actor
whose activity is networking heterogeneous elements and
a network that is able to redefi ne and transform the
constituent elements of which it is made of. The capacity
A< .0A .;1 46C2 :2.;6;4 A< .0A6<; 6@ ;26A52? @<929F 2:
bodied in human actors nor localized in norms, values,
and institutions that make up our familiar registers of
‘social embeddedness’. In this perspective, we do not live
in a society but in ‘hybrid collectifs’ that entangle human
actors as well as nonhuman actors in multiple ways.
The point here is not to anthropomorphize insentient
beings and things but to appreciate their particular role

6; 0<9920A63@ A52F @A./696G2 +569@A HE21 6; <;2 @2;@2
-6::BA./92 :</692@ @B05 .@ :.=@ A2EA@ .94<?6A5:@ <?
ganization charts or ships, canon balls, and navigation
6;@A?B:2;A@ .?2 .9@< ?20<:/6;./92 &20<:/6;.A6<; .;1
alignment is achieved through the process of ‘translation’
that is a process in which sets of relationships between
human actors, projects, tools, and naturally occurring
2;A6A62@ .?2 =?<=<@21 .;1 2;.0A21 @ .99<; 6; 
elaborated, translation is achieved in four moments.
Problematization involves the interdefi nition of actors
and the attempts of actors to establish ‘obligatory passage
=<6;A@ 6; <?12? A< /20<:2 6;16@=2;@./92 ;2AD<?8 292:
ents; interé@@2:2;A 0<;H?:@ A52 C.9616AF <3 A52 =?</
lematization and the alliances it implies; enrolement
describes the negotiations, trials, and tricks that enable
enrolement to succeed; mobilization of allies, eventually,
turns enrolment into active support.
ANT in Human Geography
9A5<B45 A52 ?56G<:2:2A.=5<? B= A< ;<D 5.@ ;<A 163
fused into human geography on a similarly broad front as
A52 A62.;1;<12 6:.42?F 6A ;2C2?A5292@@ 2E2?A@ 6;
creasing infl uence on human geographic imaginations of
networks and space. First and more generally, ANT
perforates the analytical distinction between practice and
its scientifi c representation. The relational webs that
0<;@A6ABA2 A52 20<;<:F 3<? 2E.:=92 ;<A <;9F 0<:=?6@2
<3 A52 3.:696.? 0.A.9<4B2 <3 ;<12@ @B05 .@ H?:@ 0<;
sumers, and various institutions – but also of the
economists who contribute through calculative practices
and conceptual tools to the performance of the reality
A52F 12@0?6/2 (52 20<;<:F 6@ 2:/21121 6; 20<;<:60@
Second, the governance approach offered to human
geography a model for conceiving (or at least implicitly
assuming) the fabrics of socioeconomic life that could be
assorted neatly onto different scalar levels (from local
through regional to global); geographical notions of space
themselves, though, remained largely untouched by this
network metaphor. ANT radically breaks away from the
Euclidean scalar understanding to a genuine relational
perception of space as topological stratifi cations. This
.==?<.05 --<=2;@ B= @=.02A6:2 A< A52 0<2E6@A2;02 <3
:B9A6=92 0?<@@0BAA6;4 ;2AD<?8@ <3 C.?621 92;4A5 .;1
1B?./696AF +5.A:<?2 .;1 (5<?;2 
 #(
in other words, follows the pleas against essentialist
B;12?@A.;16;4@ <3 @=.02 .;1 A6:2  A<=<9<460.9 42<4
raphy interweaves time and space with a heterogeneous
;2AD<?8 <3 .0A<?@ A5.A 5.@ /22; 16332?2;A6.A21 3<? 2E
ample, into regions, networks, and fl uid spaces.
Third, the methodological strategy of ANT helps to
identify and embody the agents and networks of the
global economy in a way that undermines the image of
A52 --3.0292@@ 7B442?;.BA <3 49</.96G.A6<; 6082;

 F .==?206.A6;4 A52 :B9A6=9606AF <3 6;A2??29.A21
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processes in the constitution, stabilization, and reshaping
of relational ties, ANT challenges the perception of a
seamless and lucid global chain that links producer and
consumers in a straightforward fashion. In contrast to the
more functionalist understandings of global commodity
chains, ANT inspired perspectives foreground the fi brous
links that have no linear or bounded character and that
continually evolve into new constellations in unforeseen
ways. Instead of conceiving individuals, fi rms, industries,
or nation states as coherent and unitary actors, ANT
directs the focus to their constitution and reshaping via
A?.06;4 A526? 2;4.42:2;A D6A56; .; .??.F <3 .0A<? ;2A
works. Studying a different type of global networks
A5<B45 3?<: . @6:69.? =<6;A <3 C62D +5.A:<?2 .;1
(5<?;2 6;  B@21 #( A< 4B612 A526? ?2@2.?05 <; A52
making of durable ‘fair trade’ actor networks that link
buyers in the North with producers in the South.
Fourth, the perception of networks that challenge the
established demarcations between human/nonhuman
<=2;21 B= ;<C29 .C2;B2@ A< 129C2 6;A< -5F/?61 42<4
?.=562@ 6; D5605 ;.AB?2 3<? 2E.:=92 6@ ;< 9<;42? =2?
ceived as the traditional passive object but rather ascribed
.; .0A6;4 ?<92 #( A5B@ 0.; =2?3<?.A2 .;.9FA60.9 12
:.?0.A6<;@ A5.A 5.C2 /20<:2 -;.AB?.96G21 6; <B? =?2
vailing lines of reasoning in a productive fashion.
For this very reason, however, the underlying imagery
of the rhizome can also turn into a trap when all too
.?/6A?.?69F A?.;@=9.;A21 6; .;F 0<;A2EA #(6;@=6?21
studies tend to privilege the relational dimensions of the
D2/ .A A52 2E=2;@2 <3 0<;@612?.A6<;@ <3 A52 .0A<?@ A52:
selves. ANT seems to offer an invitation to glance past the
differences between distinct types of actors in different
domains and thereby also conceals uneven power relations.
Although power (in its Foucauldian understanding) is by
no means an alien concept to ANT in principle, in
practice ANT misses that hierarchies are real.

Conclusion
This paper set out at tracing the engagement of human
42<4?.=5F D6A5 A52 A5?22 :<@A ?292C.;A ;2AD<?8 0<;
ceptions of the network governance approach, social
;2AD<?8 .;.9F@6@ .;1 A52 =<@A@A?B0AB?.96@A 612.@ <3 #(
B:.; 42<4?.=5F H?@A .;1 3<?2:<@A 2:/.?821 =?6
marily on the route paved by the network governance
.==?<.05 .? 3?<: /26;4 2E5.B@A21 A52 4<C2?;.;02
approach can carry human geographic reasoning on
networks farther on. This seems a particularly fertile
4?<B;1 3<? 0?<@@16@06=96;.?F 2E05.;42 D6A5 .17.02;A
@<06.9 @062;02@ +6A5 A52 6;0?2.@6;4 @=.A6.9 .D.?2;2@@ 6;
the social sciences, as manifest in the debates on the
?2@6962;02 <3 ;.A6<;.9 6;@A6ABA6<;@ A52 -?216@0<C2?F <3
9<0.9 09B@A2?@ <? A52 6:=<?A.;02 <3 :60?<42<4?.=562@ 3<?
learning in laboratories, the conditions, in principle, seem
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favorable. However, instead of confi ning the role of
geography to attaching the proper spatial scale (along the
familiar scale of local to global) to network structures,
human geography might champion more challenging
problematizations of space into the social sciences.
Second, apart from fairly loose interpretations of the
strength of network ties and structural holes, human
geography hardly engaged in the systematic inquiry of
network structures and positions. In particular, more
recent approaches of the structuralist constructivists like
.??6@<; +56A2 5.C2 ;<A F2A /22; 0?6A60.99F 6;A2??<
4.A21 /F 5B:.; 42<4?.=5F );9682 6; @A?B0AB?.96@A 12
terminism, networks in the constructivist perspective
afford opportunities for action, though are but one
antecedent of action. In this sense, human geography
:645A /2;2HA 3?<: 2E.:6;6;4 A52 =<A2;A6.9@ <3 @<06.9
;2AD<?8 .;.9F@6@ B:.; 42<4?.=5F 6@ @A?<;4 <; =?<
cessuality and contingency but weak on structure; social
network analysis is strong on structure and, apparently,
increasingly sensitive to processuality and contingency.
Third, human geography has already ventured into
A52 A2??.6; <3 A52 =<@A@A?B0AB?.96@A @A?.;1 <3 #( <?
human geography the proposition that action takes place
in ‘hybrid collectives’ could imply, among others, to more
systematically appreciate materiality of the social and the
‘‘diverse props y A5.A @B@A.6; =2<=92@ .0A6<;@ 'A?.A5
?2;    'AB162@ <3 H;.;06.9 :.?82A@ 3<? 2E.:=92
5.C2 2E2:=96H21 A52 2;A.;492:2;A@ <3 .0A<?@ D6A5 A<<9@
instruments, and algorithms in an instructive fashion.
Computer monitors that are used to ‘screen’ the markets
are the very locations of markets on which trading is
performed. Geography with its tradition in studying the
:.A2?6.9 D<?91 @22:@ 6; . =?6C692421 =<@6A6<; A< 0<;
tribute to a ‘science of associations’.
See also: Commodity Chains; Embeddedness; Ethnic
Economies; Food Networks; Global Production Networks;
Industrial Districts; Poststructuralism/Poststructuralist
Geographies; Regional Production Networks; Relational
Economic Geography.
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